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Abstract
Security is an important issue for organizational network design and development. With an increasing technology in cloud com-

puting sector, enterprise Sector and specific organizational network Infrastructure development, network security always has re-

mained as a great challenge. Our considerable Organization like different scientific/institutional institution faces core security issues
challenges in network architecture design and development. A Secured infrastructure of a network always considers or concerns

about different security attacks. Network security will prevent a organization network infrastructure from different types of attacks

and threats. This paper intends to give an idea to design and deployment of a simple but better network security model and cost
effective approach using routers and firewall. This research aim is also that how a network will be protected against vulnerabilities,
configuration and security policy weaknesses. Our proposed network infrastructure is adaptable with secure structure.
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Introduction
Increasing and overgrowing of networking volumes and inter-

net, the network and information related threats has been risen significantly. These threats are exercised attacks causing damage of a

ployment. So, Network security must be considered for designing
and fit the needs of an organization especially for scientific/institutional organization.

An important secured network deployment and design consid-

network infrastructure and committing different types of criminal

eration for today’s networks is creating the potential to enhance-

different government application. So, using network based appli-

in which the proposed system will be scalable; better performance

network or cyber activities. Now a days Internet and networking

plays an important role in personal, enterprise, organization and

cation and services, Network Security is a major concern [1]. When
we concerns about network security terms it includes authorization, identification, authentication and surveillance to the protection of computer hardware or network physical equipment and all

other virtual and sophisticated things related with network infra-

structure. Threats may arise from mis-configuration of hardware

or software equipment, poor network design and deployment,
technology weaknesses, or carelessness of end-user [2]. There is

no specific laid-down procedure for secure network design and de-

ment for future expansion in a scalable, reliable, and secure way [3].

This paper focuses on the simple but hierarchical network design
and security will be ensured and easy to maintain [4]. It also focus-

es on review of different types of attacks on routers, switch and its
prevention and mitigation procedure. As Routers and firewall are
crucial parts of network operations and network security, careful

management of router and firewall operations and by avoiding of
redundant installation of software and hardware equipments can

reduce network downtime, prevent attacks, and proceed in helping
in the analysis of security breaches [5].
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Literature Review: Network Security, Attacks, Weakness and
Threats
As the networks of today are more open and with the increased

number of LAN, WLAN and personal computers, Wi-Fi and the Internet are beyond a huge numbers of security risks. Network secu-

rity a important component in information security because it is
responsible for securing all information passed through networked
computers [6].

For the protection for hardware, software, and information

within a network with an acceptable level administrative and man-

agement policy, access controls, hardware and software specific
functions, features and operational procedures are required. Network security ensures three fundamental aspects: integrity, confidentiality, availability of information from top to bottom.

Real-world security includes prevention, detection, and re-

sponse. As no prevention mechanism is perfect. Detection and

response are more effective than prevention. We need to address
protection different OSI layer protection for a secured networking.

Multilayer firewall is need for different level network security in

network OSI layer protection [7].

When we considering or imagine a total secured network archi-

tecture then we need to consider the overall security in every layer
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Firewall security provides centralization, identify weak points

in security system so it can be strengthened, identify intruders
so they can be apprehended, provide for authentication, and con-

tribute to a VPN. In Transport layer packet filtering firewalls scan
network data packets looking for compliance with, or violation of,

rules of firewall’s database. Restrictions most commonly implemented in packet filtering firewalls are based on IP source and

destination address, Direction (bound and unbound) and TCP or

UDP source and destination port [8]. Network-level proxy; convert
IP addresses of internal hosts to IP address assigned by firewall.

NAT uses pool of valid external IP addresses, assigning one of these

actual addresses to each internal computer requesting an outside
connection.

Application gateway Frequently installed on a dedicated com-

puter and known as application-level firewall, proxy server, or application firewall. It also can control applications inside a network

that access the outside world by setting up proxy services. This security techniques covers:
•
•
•

IP address mapping
URL filtering

Content filtering.

Security weakness and threats issues in network
In network security every network and device consists of its

of a network architecture. The protection in every layer provides

weak points which are inherently described as its weakness. The

troduced with every layered function for ensuring a robust security

equipment and Operating System weaknesses. 2. Configuration

a secured system where the end user are satisfied and secured
within the network. So before designing a network we must be infirewall against total architecture.
OSI Layer

Areas

Application Layer

-OS and Application level threats

Presentation

Encryption

Session

Transport
Network

Data link
Physical

-Application-level gateway
Socks Proxy server
-Packet filtering

-TCP/UDP Flooding.
-NAT/PAT

-IP Alternation and DHCP attacks

MAC Address alternation, physical port,
Traffic Flow changing etc.

Table 1: Multilayer activities.

weakness can be categorized into 3 ways: 1. Technological weaknesses: Protocol related weaknesses like TCP/IP protocol, network
weaknesses: It concerns with correctly configuration of computing

and network devices. Some configuration weakness is: unsecured
user accounts which deals with transmission of insecure user account information over network. System accounts with easily
guessed passwords. Misconfigured internet devices such as turn
on JavaScript on web browser, Misconfigured network equipment
can cause a large security hole. 3. Security policy weaknesses: It

can create unforeseen security threats. It may consists of points
like lack of written security policy, logic access control not applied,

software and hardware installation and changes which do not fol-

low the proper policy and lack of disaster recovery plan existence
[9].

Network security
It faces potential threats generally. The threats may include: 1.

Passive attack, 2. Active attack, 3. Distributed attack, 4. Insider at-
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tack, 5. Close in attack, 6. Phishing attack, 7. Hijack attack, 8. Spoof

attack, 9. Buffer overflow, 10. Exploit attack, 11. Password attack,

12. Session hijacking attacks, 13.TCP SYN attack. 14. Smurf attacks,
15. Routing attacks and 16. Masquerade attacks etc. Explanations
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easy to carry out as the attacker has the control of a machine within
the target LAN or is directly connected to it [10].

of some attacks are given below.

Denial of services (DoS): DoS often attack the specific target

by traffic flooding. An attacker tries to prevent actual users from

accessing information or services. Flood attacks occur by receiving
too much traffic and it cause the server to buffer, causing them to
slow down and stop. In this attack, the specified server does not

know from which actual port the request are sending. Attacker
overloads the server with requests. Buffer overflow attacks, ICMP

flood, SYN flood are popular DoS attack. Again DDoS (Distributed
Denial of Services) attack occurs when multiple systems target a
synchronized DoS attack to a single target.

Figure 3: ARP spoofing.
Session hijacking attacks: In this kind of attacks, attacker

insert falsified IP packets after session establishment, sequence
number alternation and prediction.

Man-in-the-middle attacks (MITM): This kind of attacks rely

on ARP spoofing for intercepting and modify traffic.

Building a secure network by decreasing familiar attacks
To design a secure network we need to define the security func-

tion against a network intrusion by decreasing the familiar attacks.

When we consider secure but cost effective way for designing and
deployment a network infrastructure we must have to analyses the
Figure 1: A general server connected with specific address with
different IP address.
After DoS attack server would like that:

feasibility both. To design a cost effective secured organizational
network system here we proposed the steps generally:
1.

Implementation of both hardware and software firewall.

3.

Implementation of MAC-bindings with IP addresses registration on server side for network broadcasting.

2.

4.

Figure 2: After attack of DoS for IP flodding.
ARP spoofing attacks: This kind of attack occurs over a Lo-

cal Area Network (LAN). Generally, ARP Protocol translates IP ad-

dresses into MAC addresses. This attack occurs when malicious
ARP packets are sent to a default gateway on a LAN to change the

pairings in its IP to MAC address table. ARP Poisoning attacks are

5.
6.

Establishment of virtual private network (VPN) for one or
more network connection.
For Wi-Fi router establishment within same server use the
Authentication server for end user identification and tracking.

Synchronizing, observing and tracing of internal gateway
router and core router and core switch.
VLANs (Virtual LAN) creation.

Implementation of both hardware and software firewall:

Firewall concept is adapted to centralize access control. It works

as the gatekeeper between the untrusted Internet and the more
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trusted internal networks. A firewall may be software and hardware firewall. Firewalls provide several types of protection:
a.

It blocks unwanted traffic.

c.

It hides vulnerable systems which aren’t easily be secured
from the internet.

b.

d.
e.

It can direct incoming traffic to more trustworthy internal
systems.
It can log traffic to and from the private network.
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Implementation of MAC-bindings with IP addresses registration on server side for network broadcasting: Binding IP addresses to MAC addresses could avoid IP address changing with re-

connection. Once a specified a device’s MAC address and IP address
are bound, the IP address will be reserved for the device and the
device is easy to trace if any occurrence is happened. It is easy for

the Administrator to manage critical devices and a great method to
manage the LAN clients.

It can hide information like system names, network device
types, network topology and internal user ID’s from the internet.

A hardware firewall is as follows.

Figure 4: A simple firewall implementation

Figure 6: MAC bindings with IP for secure networking.

Establishment of virtual private network (VPN) for one or

For Wi-Fi router establishment within same server use the

more network connection: A virtual private network (VPN) ex-

authentication server for end user identification and track-

use of virtual tunneling protocols, dedicated connections, or traffic

we must use an authentication server for user identification and

tends a private network across a public network, such as the Inter-

ing: If we want to keep end user track for Wi-Fi connection where

encryption a VPN is created. For encrypting and secure user dif-

tracking. Radius Server and AAA server are used for authentica-

net. By establishing a virtual point-to-point connection through the

ferent VPN protocol are used such as: IPsec, TLS (Transport layer

Security), SSL (Secure Socket Layer), Open VPN or Point-to-Point
Tunneling Protocol etc. Common uses of the organization VPN include access to file sharing/shared drives.

Wi-Fi router and WLAN are configured in same proxy server then
tion, authorization, accountability and user logs filtering. Scal-

ability, security and flexibility are ensured by using those server
mechanisms. When the terms wireless network comes into front
the Strong authentication, Strong data encryption, Protects broadcast and multicast traffic, User authentication, Secures access to

the WLAN instead of just to the packets and Additional network
devices required are most considerable things in wireless establishment.

Synchronizing, observing and tracing of internal gateway

router and core router and core switch: As we know that every
internal private network of organization is created from a Real IP

that is connected to the real world network like internet. In this
sense a core router and switch is designed for creating network.

For a secure network design and deployment we need to synchro-

nize, observe and trace of internal gateway router and core router
for every user. The other objective we need to consider that monitoring this it is easy to avoid external and internal threat. FlexibilFigure 5: VPN connection for organizational branch.

ity and scalability can be assured through it.
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VLANs (Virtual LAN) creation: It works in data link layer. VLAN

matter for any organization. So, by following the above network

physical networks within a single organization - without manag-

and secured network which is easy to maintain. In this discussion

partitions and isolate a computer network. In practical terms, multiple VLANs are pretty much the same as having multiple separate

ing multiple switches and cable plants. Because VLANs segment a

network, creating multiple broadcast domains, they effectively al-

low traffic from the broadcast domains to remain isolated. We have
suggested some VLANs for better security of campus network and
reducing broadcast [12].

Proposed VLANs Creation
VLAN ID

VLAN Name

1

A

5

D

20

F

10
15

40

L

C
I

Table 2: VLAN creation example.

By examine all above the designed structure of the suggested

model are below.

design and considering the above discussed security terms, one

organization can design and deploy a scalable, better performer
and work, we have proposed a cost effective secure network design
based on the work environment and required security, scalability

and other aspects. This paper presented the tips and recommendations to achieve a best security and to protect the network from

threats, vulnerabilities and attacks by applying security configurations such on strong routing filtering using router and firewall
which can assure a better network security.
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